Securitysensitive
area doors
Government solutions

Government buildings are full of security-sensitive areas, and managing
real-time accessibility of authorized personnel in these areas is essential
for ensuring compliance and safety.
Security can be compromised when these doors are propped

Security-sensitive area door operational requirements:

open, allowing unauthorized persons access to highly

Doors are usually secured at all times

sensitive areas. The bottom line is that the doors that protect

Access allowed by valid credentials or keypad

access to these areas must be able to completely close and
latch securely every time.
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Standard features
Building and safety codes may vary, but most security-sensitive
area doors these standard features:
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Schlage access control lockset
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Ives wall stop
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Schlage panel interface module
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Ives door silencer
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Schlage dome IP camera
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Schlage handheld device
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LCN closer
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Steelcraft hollow metal frame
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Ives hinges
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Ives kick plate
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Note: Please refer to Allegion’s BAA catalog for a full
selection of BAA compliant hardware options.

Security-sensitive area doors: Government solutions

Innovative solutions for security-sensitive
area doors
Allegion has developed innovative solutions specifically designed
to support the needs of security-sensitive areas in government
and military buildings.
Schlage® AD-401 electronic lock
Schlage offers the only FIPS 201/PIV-compliant wireless
integrated reader and lock available today
The AD-Series is an ideal solution for applications which
require approval by the U.S. Federal Government under
HPSD-12* for FIPS 201-1** compliance

Schlage® AD-401
electronic lock

The AD-301 (hardwired) and AD-401 (wireless)
electronic integrated locks with multi-tech keypad reader
are FIPS 201/PIV and PIV-I compliant solutions for use in U.S.
Federal Agency buildings when using smart card technology
Readers available with numerous data formats (75 bit default)
PIV compliance is available in four reader models

* For more information visit http://www.dhs.gov/homeland-security-presidential-directive-12
**Refers to Federal Information Processing Standard Publication 201

Note: These security solutions are designed only as a guide and do not take into consideration local codes
and regulations that may be in place. Please contact your local Allegion representative to design a specification
to meet your unique needs.

Start
with
Allegion

Call 855-614-5874
Speak to a specification writer about
building standards, code compliance
or specification assistance
Speak with a sales associate about
our solutions

Visit us.allegion.com/industries/government
Access information on our comprehensive BAA Compliant
Product Guide for selecting American-made products
Find LEED certified, ADA and FIPS 201 compliant solutions
and services
Access Cooperative Purchasing ‘where to buy’ information
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